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This workbook is a beta version, designed to help you build mobile applications with
SAP Screen Personas. If you find any areas that could be more clear, please let us
know: sapscreenpersonas@sap.com

WHO IS THIS FOR?
• Business analysts, enterprise architects, developers, system administrators, customers and partners looking
to mobilize your classic SAP ERP transactions
• Business managers who need to simplify screens for various departments
• SAP S/4 HANA customers who want to mobilize advanced screens
PREREQUISITES
We recommend you have some experience building flavors with SAP Screen Personas before using this
workbook. It might also be helpful if you have completed one of our openSAP courses:
• Introduction to SAP Screen Personas
• Using SAP Screen Personas for Advanced Scenarios
PURPOSE OF THE WORKBOOK
The purpose of this workbook is to guide you through the process of creating a mobile app that you can render
on your phone or tablet using Slipstream Engine. Using a screen-building example, we’ll show you how SAP
Screen Personas’ low-code approach can benefit you. We will go over the basics of what Slipstream Engine is,
how to use it, how it works, how to run a mobile development project, build flavors and deploy your app. The
example we will introduce will be transaction IW51, creating service notifications. However, this low-code
approach to mobile application development and Slipstream Engine can be used for virtually any business
scenario.
LEARNING TIME
Most people with some SAP Screen Personas background will complete the material in this workbook in 1-2
hours.
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INTRODUCTION
Slipstream Engine
Slipstream Engine is a new component of SAP Screen Personas, introduced with version 3.0 SP06. It allows you
to render flavors on mobile devices such as tablets or phones.
Slipstream Engine is an SAP UI5 application that runs in a browser. It obtains screen definitions from the Internet
Transaction Server (ITS). But, unlike SAP GUI for HTML (Web GUI), Slipstream Engine was engineered to run
on mobile devices. Slipstream Engine provides an alternative browser-based rendering approach for SAP GUI
screens.
Building mobile flavors follows the same process as building desktop flavors, using the SAP Screen Personas
editor. If you are building flavors to run in Slipstream Engine, we recommend building them using the SAP
Screen Personas editor running in Slipstream Engine (as opposed to in Web GUI). Similar to the rendering
differences with other members of the SAP GUI family, there may be slight rendering differences between Web
GUI and Slipstream Engine.
Mobile Design Fundamentals
When designing a mobile application, start with understanding the user: who they are, what they want, and how
they will use their transaction that was initially designed for a desktop, on a mobile app. Ask yourself if the user
will be using a tablet or a phone, or both. Using a feature called Adaptive Flavors, you will be able to create a
flavor that can be used across all devices and will automatically choose the best screen size available. You can
further simplify your flavors keeping only the most important components for the smallest screen sizes.
When building the mobile screens, try not to overwhelm the user with too many options. Focus on progressive
disclosure or presenting the minimum amount of information required for a task, while allowing users to access
more details, if they need them. This not only helps simplify the screen but also improves performance by limiting
the amount of information you need to retrieve from the back-end.
To optimize the user experience for mobile users, we recommend that you do the following:
1. Minimize scrolling in the vertical direction and keep all or most of the key buttons or information on the
initial screen.
2. Remove horizontal scrolling altogether, as it is difficult to maintain context on the screen if it’s moving in
two dimensions.
3. Ensure the buttons are large enough to click easily, with enough space so your user does not click the
wrong button.
4. Confirm that all text is legible (both font and size) for all device sizes and different user populations.
5. Place important buttons closer to the bottom to ensure easier navigation.
6. Understand how a user may navigate in the application through a desktop, tablet or mobile phone, and if
they will use the device with one hand or two.
Business Scenario
In this workbook, we will explain how to create a mobile app to create service notifications, starting with
transaction IW51. The low-code approach we follow can be used for virtually any business scenario.
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HOW TO RUN A MOBILE PROJECT
Design Thinking
Design Thinking is a structured method for solving complex problems and creating new solutions. It provides a
good framework for approaching our mobile application. The process entails understanding, observing, defining
the point-of-view, coming up with several ideas, prototyping, and finally testing. Working with the experts, test
your flavors often and continue to troubleshoot and understand all aspects of the outcome you want to achieve.
The first step in a mobile development project is to understand if making a mobile app for a specific SAP
transaction makes sense. Transactions with many lists, tabs, or mandatory input fields may be difficult to convert
to a mobile app. You may be better off creating a desktop flavor.
However, if you determine that creating a mobile app will streamline your business process, consider the
following questions:
• Why do you need this specific transaction simplified in such a way that it will run on a mobile device?
• Who will be the users? How are they currently doing their job? What problem would this mobile app solve?
• How many users will be using the app and how often will they use it? What are their preferred mobile
devices?
• What is your timeframe? Who are your stakeholders? What skills do you need? What’s the budget?
• What does the work environment look like? Will users be working in areas where there is no online access? If
you need offline capabilities, SAP Screen Personas is currently not suitable.
While developing a mobile app with SAP Screen Personas is probably the fastest, easiest, least expensive, and
lowest risk approach, it still takes time and the right team. Your team should usually include an expert on your
business process and the SAP transactions you will simplify, someone who knows how to use SAP Screen
Personas and ideally some JavaScript, and a person who understands the users’ visual and interactive needs.
End-User Involvement
In our scenario, it’s crucial to understand how users create a notification in the current system, along with the
process of how IT or facilities work on processing requests, distribute work to technicians, and close tickets.
Figure out what information they really need, and what fields are never used. You can use the results of this
analysis to create a rough design on a whiteboard with your project team. Be sure to confirm all the required
data with your users and to test the app early and often.
Building Flavors
Using adaptive flavors, we will create versions for both tablets and smartphones. Since our scenario is the IW51
transaction (creating service notifications), we can simplify the screen to make it more intuitive. We can modify
the SMEN transaction to have just two buttons – “Create Notification” and “Log Off” – and additionally streamline
the transaction screen as well. We will go through this process in the next section.
The goal is to simplify the transaction to the point where only the most important functions remain. This
eliminates confusion and creates a much smoother user experience. Once you have created the flavors, you will
not only be able to view your SAP ERP transaction on a mobile device, but you will also be able to access the
native device features, such as accessing the camera for use as a barcode scanner.
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BUILDING ADAPTIVE FLAVORS FOR MOBILE USE
Begin by logging into the system with your newly created user:

On the SMEN screen, insert IW51 into the transaction code field:
IW51
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Simplify IW51 – initial screen
Create a new flavor from the “Original Screen” by using the

+ sign in the top right corner.

Enter as name: “Initial Flavor – wide – username”
Description: SE Mobile Workbook
Press “Create”, and you will be taken to the SAP Screen Personas Editor:
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Double-click the input field next to the notification type. This pop-up as shown below will come up. Enter S3 in
the Data field, and then click Done:

Next, hide everything on the screen. Move the Notification button on the top left, underneath the SAP logo, into
the user area and set it to a height of 25pt and width of 150pt:
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Change the text of the notification button to Create Notification, by double clicking the button, and give the
button a different color if you’d like:

Go to the Insert tab on top, scroll toward the bottom and select the menu item button “System/Log Off”:
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Move the Log Off button to the right side of the Notification button and change the button properties to 150pt
wide and 25pt high:

Save your work and close the editor. Your screen should now look like this:
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Now that we have our simplified initial screen, we can begin to simplify the main screen.

Simplify IW51 - main screen
Press the Create Notification button you created earlier on, which will take you to this screen:
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The next task is to simplify the transaction screen into this:

You can achieve this by moving and hiding data, and tab strips.
Bring this screen into edit mode and select the following elements and hide them:
§

Select the notification container, and the Action box container on the right side, and press the Hide
button under Home tab:
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§

Select only this address container and move it outside of the tab strip into the top section above the
“Notification” line.

§

Select the Functional loc. and Equipment button and field from the Reference Object box and move it
to the side.

§

Next, select the Description field, the description input field and the text container underneath the
Subject group and move it to the side:
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§

Select the fields shown in the screenshot and move them outside of the tab strip to the top like before:

§

Now click on the top left corner of the whole tab strip and hide it:
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Move your fields to match the below screen shot and hide the top tool bar, seen in purple below.
Create both Save & Cancel buttons from the Menu Items Button list, set both to width 150 by height 15.
§

To add a scan button, start by selecting a Script Button and name it:

§

Place the Scan Equipment button underneath the Equipment field, set it to width 275 by height 15,
save and exit the SAP Screen Personas Editor.
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§

Now we add two scripts:
o First, an asynchronous script that is needed for the Scan button

Create script openScanner, then copy the script below in the window:
// Callback functions for scanner
function scanSuccessCallback(result) {
if (!result.cancelled) {
session.utils.put("scanvalue", result.text);
// This is called asynchronously, so the setText call is executed too late in Scripting
Engine.
// It is already after ClientSideScriptEngine executing set property update for all the
controls.
// So we use a 2nd script call to pick up async property update.
session.utils.executeScriptAsync("wnd[0]/scrptPersonas_UNIQUE_ID");
} else {
session.utils.alert("Last scan cancelled");
}
}
function scanErrorCallback(error) {
session.utils.alert("Scanning failed");
}
if (cordova) {
cordova.plugins.barcodeScanner.scan(scanSuccessCallback, scanErrorCallback);
} else {
session.utils.alert("Native API access not supported");
}
The ID in yellow will need to be replaced with the unique ID of the following script:
Create a new script with the name writeBarcode. The script will read the previously scanned value, paste it to
the equipment field and send it to the backend.
var sText = session.utils.get("scanvalue");
session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/tabsTAB_GROUP_10/tabp10\\TAB01/ssubSUB_GROUP_10:SAPLIQS0:7235/sub
CUSTOM_SCREEN:SAPLIQS0:7212/subSUBSCREEN_2:SAPLIQS0:7322/subOBJEKT:SAPLIWO1:0100/ctxtR
IWO1-EQUNR").text = sText;
session.activeWindow.sendVKey(0);
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Save your writeBarcode script and copy the ID you see on the window there:

Now switch to the other script, openScanner, in the script editor, and replace your copied ID with the one that
you find in your script, where it is highlighted in the screenshot:

The final screen should look like this screen, in Edit mode:
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Select the first input field of the Scan Equipment button, then go to the Insert tab. Open the Script Events and
bind the openScanner script to the onClick option:

Now that you have bound the openScanner script to the Scan Equipment button, this flavor can be used on a
tablet, but has not been optimized for that screen size just yet. Our flavor has been built to simplify the IW51
transaction, and we can now begin crafting an adaptive flavor for mobile use.
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Creating an Adaptive Version
You will create an adaptive flavor of this current flavor by opening the Flavor Manager, and by clicking on the
Add Adaptive Flavor option.

Next, fill in the pop-up and set the width to 800, like so:
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If you want to change the width later, go to the Release tab and define how wide the screen should be:

The next task is to simplify the screen for a tablet, let’s say for the Apple iPad:
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Resize your Save, Cancel, and Scan Equipment buttons. Move your fields to match the above screenshots or
as desired, to fit all the required fields within the highlighted gray area. Here, you have creative freedom in how
you want to orient your screen, above is just one possible example.

If you want to see how your flavor will look on your mobile device, view it through the Device Preview:
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And select Tablet then Apple iPad:
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The Scan Equipment button will only work on your mobile devices, which will be tested from the Fiori Client
application. We will go over installation shortly, but for now this is how the flavors will look for mobile use.
The Adaptive Flavor for Apple iPhone 6/7/8 in portrait view, which would be set to a width of 325, with necessary
restructuring:

For mobile devices, you’ll also want to create a landscape orientation too. The flavor will look like screen for the
iPad, seen before, yet you can change the width and position of the elements to suit your needs.
Our iPhone in landscape should then be set to 660px.
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And our iPad in landscape view should be set to 1000px.

Installing the SAP Fiori Client on Your Mobile Device
When the flavors that we have created are ready, you can try them on your mobile device. First, download the
SAP Fiori Client for either Apple or Android mobile devices.
From Google Play Market:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sap.fiori.client&hl=enhttps://play.google.com/store/apps/detail
s?id=com.sap.fiori.client&hl=en
Or from the Apple App Store or iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sap-fiori-client/id824997258?mt=8
Once downloaded, click on the Log In button on your device:
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After that, you will see this next screen. Click on the scan button next to the text prompt:
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Go back to the IW51 transaction and flavor that was already created for the iPhone 6/7/8. Open the Direct
Access Link and select Generate QR code.

Scan the QR code with your mobile phone after pressing the scan icon and select Ok:
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On the next screen, select the Disable Passcode option:

When you see this screen, tap Continue:
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After that, you will come to Slipstream Engine log on, where you will need to use your username and password
credentials:

After logging on, your mobile phone flavor for transaction IW51 will open. Click on the button Create
Notification:

Now you can see your simplified flavor ready to use on your tablet or mobile device!
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As mentioned before, the Scan button only works for mobile use with devices that have a camera. To check its
usability, generate a QR code as an equipment number with 210100019, 210100024 or 210100013. Open
www.the-qrcode-generator.com/ enter the equipment number in the Free Text field:

And a QR code will be generated:

In the SAP Fiori client flavor, click on the Scan button, and scan the QR code for the equipment number:
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Once complete, the Functional Ioc. and the Equipment fields will automatically fill in:
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Finally, be sure to also test the landscape orientation on your mobile device:

You have now successfully created a basic mobile app for a simplified IW51 transaction. This process can be
applied to virtually any business transaction and can help you mobilize your classic SAP ERP screens on either
ECC or SAP S/4HANA.
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DEPLOYING YOUR FLAVOR TO USERS AND ROLES
To give your business users access to the flavors you have created, you follow the same process as for any
other flavor in SAP Screen Personas, using the administrative transaction: /n/personas/admin.
In SAP Screen Personas, you are only allowed to assign a SAP Screen Personas role and not a PFCG role to
the user. You will need to create the SAP Screen Personas role that is paired to the role you assigned to your
new flavor, which is usually the PFCG role. As an admin, you have the ability to decide who has access to what
flavor and will be able to set this through the Admin transaction. By default, the flavor will only be made visible in
the Flavor Gallery. However, you can also make the flavor visible in the Flavor Manager for the user.
After entering the Admin UI, click on “Roles” under the “Access Controls” tab. Select “Create” and create a SAP
Screen Personas role that is mapped to a PFCG role. Once created, select “Change”, which then allows you to
have control over flavor assignment. You can then hit “Select Flavors” and search for the name of your flavor.
Save and exit.
More information on how to do this is available in our Administrative Transaction guide:
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/Img/Administrative+Transaction

We also discuss how to assign flavors to users in our openSAP course, “Using SAP Screen Personas for
Advanced Scenarios” https://open.sap.com/courses/sps3. This topic is covered in week 4.
MORE INFORMATION
There are many places to learn more about SAP Screen Personas.
1. Start with our product page: www.sapscreenpersonas.com
2. Download pre-built flavors for Slipstream Engine from the SAP Screen Personas Flavor Gallery:
http://link.personas.help/SAPScreenPersonasFlavorGallery
3. Join other customers each month to see how they are using SAP Screen Personas. Sign up for the SAP
Screen Personas Practitioner Forum: http://link.personas.help/PractitionersForum/Signup
4. Read our knowledge base articles for answers to your technical questions:
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/Img/Personas+Knowledge+Base
5. Watch videos in our Productivity Power Play series for tips and tricks directly from the development
team: http://videos.personas.help
6. Attend the free, online openSAP courses:
Introduction to SAP Screen Personas: https://open.sap.com/courses/sps2
Using SAP Screen Personas for Advanced Scenarios: https://open.sap.com/courses/sps3
Building Mobile Applications with SAP Screen Personas: https://open.sap.com/courses/sps4
7. Buy the SAP Press e-bite on “Using SAP Screen Personas”: https://www.sap-press.com/using-sapscreen-personas_4562/

Reach out if you have any questions or comments on this workbook. Email us at: sapscreenpersonas@sap.com
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